Chemicals & Janitorial

Chemicals Floor Cleaners
Procter & Gamble

a Tide

Floor and All-Purpose Cleaner

No.
PGC 02363
PGC 02364
PGC 02370

Size
18-lb. Box
36-lb. Box
1.5-oz. Packet

®

High levels of surfactant and builders combined to cut through tough
grease. UL Classified for slip resistance. Easy-rinse powder formula
is ideal for quarry tile.

A

b Spic And Span

®

Case Qty.
   1
   1
100

Case
65.18
124.62
38.22

All-Purpose Cleaner

Powder formula removes dirt and greasy soil without stripping off
wax. 27-oz. box. 12 boxes per case.
PGC 31973
Case 137.76

c Spic And Span

with Bleach Floor Cleaner Packets

d Spic And Span

Liquid Floor Cleaner

e Spic And Span

Liquid Floor Cleaner Packets

®

A heavy-duty powder floor cleaner with the power of bleach
built in. Two-in-one cleaning and sanitation saves time and labor.
2.2-oz. packet. 45 packets per case.
PGC 02010
Case 44.04
®

B

Cuts tough grease better than the leading liquid floor cleaner.
UL Classified for slip resistance. Economical concentrated formula.
Gallon bottle. 3 bottles per case.
PGC 02001
Case 90.34

C

®

Concentrated formula in a convenient 3-oz. packet. UL Classified for
slip resistance. 45 packets per case.
PGC 02011
Case 38.50

f Mr. Clean

D

®

Finished Floor Cleaner

Patented formula removes dirt while protecting the finish. No-rinse
cleaner leaves no dulling residue and minimizes yellowing. Lowsudsing formula is suitable for automatic floor scrubbing machines.
Recommended dilution: manual (1:128), automatic machines (1:512).
Gallon bottle. 3 bottles per case.
PGC 02621
Case 69.68

E

F

JohnsonDiversey

g JANITOR IN A DRUM

®
Super Concentrate
General-Purpose Floor Cleaner RTD®

Ready-to-Dispense (RTD®) is the maintenance-free dilution control
system that’s built right into the bottle. Simply attach a hose and
you’re ready to dispense! Daily cleaner for use on sealed floors,
walls, countertops and most washable surfaces. Heavy-duty formula
removes soil, stains, scuff marks, dirt, grease and smoke film without
harsh alkalies or solvents. Economical, concentrated formula makes
more than 100 gallons of mopping solution. Can also be used with
a pressure sprayer, steam cleaner or automatic floor scrubber.
Requires Water Hook-Up Kit DRK 4129080 (sold separately on page
80*). 1.5-liter bottle. One bottle per case.
DRK 3719601
Case 45.02

h Easy Paks

®

G

H

Neutralizer Conditioner/Odor Counteractant

Neutralizes alkaline residue after floor stripping and cleaning. Helps
eliminate dulling, discoloring and hazing for a longer-lasting, brighter
finish. Conditions floors for better sealing. Neutralizes urine and other
odors on hard floors, grout and carpeting. 11⁄2-oz. premeasured packet
dissolves in water. 90 packets per tub; 2 tubs per case.
DRK 90685
Case 78.06

i Easy Paks

Heavy-Duty Cleaner/Degreaser

j Easy Paks

Neutral Cleaner

®

Specially designed for tough floor degreasing and general-purpose
spray-and-wipe cleaning. For floors and other hard surfaces as well
as stainless steel, linoleum and concrete. 11⁄2-oz. premeasured packet
dissolves in water. 36 packets per tub; 2 tubs per case.
DRK 90682  	
Case 80.64
®

I
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J

Loosens and removes soil while protecting high-gloss finishes.
Leaves no dulling film, even without rinsing. For surfaces ranging
from terrazzo, marble, slate and vinyl to asphalt, ceramic and quarry
tiles. 1⁄2-oz. premeasured packet dissolves in water. 90 packets per
tub; 2 tubs per case.
DRK 90653  	
Case 78.50
LIST PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Floor Cleaners

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

Phoenix Brands

a Ajax

®

Low Foam All-Purpose Detergent

Superior performance in hard water. One product replaces many
in inventory; ideal for floors, laundry and a broad range of general
cleaning needs. Can be used for foodservice cleaning. NSF/USDA
Classification B1. 36-lb. bulk case.
PBC 04969
Case 69.56

Colgate-Palmolive

b Ajax

®

Expert™ Neutral Multi-Surface/Floor Cleaner

Easy-to-use concentrated cleaner for hard surfaces. Patented
formula with microemulsion technology penetrates deep into
surfaces to capture grease and soils—reduces slipperiness of
floors. Neutral pH means product is safe for both surfaces and users.
Leaves no alkaline residue; contains no harmful acids or caustics.
Gallon bottle makes 64 gallons of RTU solution. 4 bottles per case.
CPC 04944
Case 76.94

A

Clorox Professional

c ReadyMop

®

Refill

Ready to use; requires no mixing. Dissolves dirt and grease quickly,
leaving a fresh scent. Ideal for tile, vinyl, linoleum, laminate, finished
and sealed wood floors. Use with ReadyMop™ CLO 14903 mopping
system (sold separately). 24-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
CLO 14902
Case 67.82

Amrep

d Misty

®

Neutra Clean Floor Cleaner

All-purpose cold water detergent with 100% biodegradable
surfactants. Attacks most types of dirt and grime on any type of
floor and leaves a protective film for added beauty and luster.
NSF/USDA Classification A1. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R800-4
Case 41.12

B

3M

e 3M

™

Safe on
wood!
Starter
kit and
cleaning
pad refills
sold
separately.

TroubleShooter Cleaner
™

Heavy-duty cleaner removes soil, grease and finish buildup. Thick
foam clings to vertical surfaces. Upside-down spray feature for
hard-to-reach places: baseboards, floor edges, corners, stairways
and ceramic tile. Contains no ozone-depleting chemicals.
21-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
MCO 14001
Case 212.88

C

Unless the areas that you are cleaning have one kind of floor
throughout, you will have to deal with different cleaning methods
depending on the different kinds of hard-surface floors. The first step
toward efficient floor cleaning is to know what your floor is made of.
What works for one surface may ruin another.
Wood floors, for example, should be cleaned with solvent or solventbased cleaning wax. Never use water solutions or cleaners that
have to be rinsed off with water on wood floors; this will cause the
wood to swell.

FYI

Ceramic tile floors (glazed or unglazed) should be damp-mop cleaned
with an all-purpose cleaner. Avoid using harsh abrasive cleaners that
might scratch glazed ceramic floors and never use acids or strong
soaps on unglazed ceramic floors.
The first time you use any procedure on any floor, test it on an
out-of-the-way part of the floor to be sure that it does not damage
the flooring or finish.

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!

D
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Chemicals Floor Finishes
Franklin
• Quality polymers ensure the beauty and lengthen the life of flooring

a Green Option

™

A

Floor Sealer/Finish

Environmentally friendly, nontoxic acrylic formula contains no heavy
metals, phthalates, alkylphenol ethoxylates or ozone-depleting
compounds. Green Seal Certified. Ideal for low-maintenance,
conventional maintenance or ultra high-speed systems. Durable
and repairable finish provides a “wet look” gloss that stands up to
repeated cleanings and burnishings. Recommended for all types of
flooring except unsealed wood. 19% solids. Meets or exceeds ASTM
D2047-82. 5-gallon cube. One cube per case.
FRK F330325
Case 172.16

B

b MegaStar

™

Maximum Brilliance Floor Finish

All-acrylic, metal crosslinked floor finish specially formulated for
use in ultra high-speed maintenance programs where appearance
is critical. Unsurpassed film toughness and burnish response.
Withstands the demands of the most grueling traffic conditions.
Provides deep “wet look” gloss and has excellent repairability
characteristics. Recommended for all types of flooring except
unsealed wood. 22% solids. 5-gallon pail.
FRK F330126
Pail 136.46
C

D

c Nova X

®

Extraordinary UHS Star-Shine

For daily or frequent burnishing in all maintenance systems. Dries
to a clear film with the highest initial gloss, highest burnished gloss.
Spray buffable. Extraordinary resistance to soil, scuffs and black heel
marks. Recommended for all types of flooring except unsealed wood.
20% solids.
No.
Size
Qty./Unit
Unit
FRK F465222
Gallon Bottle
4/Case
107.62
FRK F465226
5-Gallon Pail
1/Pail
122.50

d Dimension

Labor Reducing Floor Finish

™

E

F

Advanced technology floor coating is specially formulated with
exclusive APT™ Polymer System. Provides exceptional durability,
repairability and a beautiful “wet look” gloss. Reduces labor costs
and burnishing frequencies up to 50%. Recommended for use on
vinyl composition, vinyl, asphalt, sealed concrete, terrazzo and
sealed wood floors. Meets or exceeds ASTM D2047-82.
Approximately 18.4% solids.
No.
Size
Qty./Unit
Unit
FRK F330222
Gallon Bottle
4/Case
121.70
FRK F330225
5-Gallon Pail
1/Pail
129.78

e Excel

®

Urethane Fortified Floor Finish

Patented, non-yellowing Polyacrythane (acrylic/urethane dual
copolymer) based formula provides an all-systems finish that is
ultra high-speed burnishable, spray buffable and bright drying.
Recommended for all types of flooring except unsealed wood.
19% solids.
No.
Size
Case Qty.
Case
FRK F190022
Gallon Bottle
4
109.52
FRK F190025
5-Gallon Cube
1
124.84

G

f Interstate 50

®

H

h Quasar

®

Diamond Glass Floor Finish

High solids, low-maintenance finish is specially designed for hightraffic areas. Dries to a clear film, builds gloss rapidly and reduces
application labor. Burnishable. Recommended for all types of flooring
except unsealed wood. 25% solids.
No.
Size
Case Qty.
Case
FRK F136022
Gallon Bottle
4
120.68
FRK F136025
5-Gallon Cube
1
138.50
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Variable UHS Floor Finish

Economical, burnishable/spray buffable finish for high-speed and
ultra high-speed maintenance programs. Repairs easily. Excellent for
retail- and school-type floor programs. Recommended for all types
of flooring except unsealed wood. 20% solids.
No.
Size
Qty./Unit
Unit
FRK F195022
Gallon Bottle
4/Case
110.00
FRK F195026
5-Gallon Pail
1/Pail
125.32

g DE-Fense

®

Non-Buff Floor Finish

Popular finish for economical, low-speed maintenance systems.
Clear, durable acrylized film. Good initial gloss with excellent scuff
and black heel mark resistance. Spray buffable. Recommended for
all types of flooring except unsealed wood. 17% solids.
No.
Size
Case Qty.
Case
FRK F135022
Gallon Bottle
4
87.68
FRK F135025
5-Gallon Cube
1
98.68
LIST PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Floor Finishes
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Reckitt Benckiser

a METALIST

®

20 Floor Finish

For use on resilient and nonresilient flooring. Creates a high-gloss
shine. Maintain by spray buffing, high-speed buffing or burnishing.
5-gallon pail.
REC 05055
Pail 100.30

b MASTERPIECE

®

High-Gloss Floor Finish

For a “wet look” shine on most resilient and nonresilient floors.
Maintain by high-speed burnishing; restore by recoating—no
additional products needed. 5-gallon pail.
REC 03905
Pail 110.02
A

JohnsonDiversey

c Floor Science

®

Premium Universal Sealer/Finish

Johnson Wax Polymer Technology. Synthetic polymer floor finish/
sealer produces a “wet look” high gloss. Repairs easily in minimal
time and resists scuffs and scratches. For conventional, high-speed
and ultra high-speed floor machines. Dries fast, no sealer required.
For resilient and nonresilient floors.
No.
DRK 98391
DRK 98390

Size
Gallon Bottle
5-Gal. Bag-In-Box

Case Qty.
4
1

Case
112.68
129.74

Amrep

d Misty

®

OPTIMAX® Easy Care Floor Finish

Intermediate maintenance formula for moderate to heavy traffic
areas. Ideal for use on resilient tile, linoleum, and terrazzo floors.
Optically brightened for maximum gloss. Acrylic thermoplastic
polymers create a durable, long-lasting finish that is easy to maintain.
Spray buffable. Responds to low to high RPM buffing speeds. 18%
solids. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R876-4
Case 78.54

e Misty

®

B

Imperial Wood and Gym Finish

The lightest color gym finish available. Ready-to-use 40% solids
formulation of pale urethane resins and light color drying oils.
Coverage is 500 square feet per gallon. Not for sale in California,
Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania or
Washington, D.C. 5-gallon pail.
♦AMR R890-5
Pail 196.90

FYI

C

Floor finishes are specially formulated liquids that can be applied to
clean, water-safe floors for protection from damage and daily use.
According to an explanation by Roger McFadden, Technical Director
and Senior Chemist at Paulsen & Roles Laboratories, this liquid is
made up of volatile (evaporating) and non-volatile (non-evaporating)
ingredients including polymers, film formers, waxes and preservatives.
These components work together to improve floor hardness and gloss,
as well as scuff- and slip-resistance. When used with the proper daily
cleaners, burnishing chemicals and floor strippers, floor finishes can be
an important part of your floor care plan.

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!
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Chemicals Floor Sealers • Floor Maintainers • Dust Mop Treatment
Reckitt Benckiser

a Metalist

Floor Sealer

®

For use on high-traffic areas, old and/or porous resilient and
nonresilient floors. Provides a tough semipermanent base coat.
Removable. 5-gallon pail.
REC 04905
Pail 101.16

Franklin

b Accolade

Hard Floor Sealer/Finish

™

A

B

Versatile urethane-fortified sealer/finish is ideal for use on highvisibility, nonresilient flooring. Applies easily and dries to an
excellent, durable gloss. Burnishable. Provides the protection of a
quality sealer and the gloss of a floor finish. For use on all types of
flooring except unsealed wood. 20% solids. 5-gallon pail.
FRK F139026
Pail 125.88

c Super Gard

™

Undercoater Sealer

Water-based, non-yellowing acrylic sealer applies easily and dries
to a beautiful satin gloss. Excellent detergent resistance. For use on
all types of flooring except unsealed wood. 16% solids. 5-gallon pail.
FRK F316026
Pail 104.72

d T.E.T.

®

C

D

#20 UHS Combo Cleaner/ Maintainer

Leaves no film. Cleans and revitalizes finish to extend strip and
recoat cycles while building gloss and reducing powdering. Ultraconcentrated for portion controlled dilution. Saves money, time and
labor while ensuring consistent, no-waste results. Ideal for use with
automatic scrubbers and/or mop and bucket. For use on all finished
floors. Citrus fragrance. Recommended dilution: autoscrubbers (1:256).
Lightweight, compact packaging transports easily. Two-quart (64-oz.)
bottle yields 128 gallons. 2 bottles per case.
FRK F378419
Case 76.12

e UHS Combo Cleaner/Maintainer

Leaves no film, provides superior cleaning, revitalizes the finish to
extend strip and recoat cycles, builds gloss, and reduces powdering.
Automatic scrubber or mop and bucket. Use on all finished floors.
Citrus fragrance. Recommended dilution: normal (1:128). NSF/USDA
Classification C1. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
FRK F455822
Case 152.92

f Restorit

®

UHS Maintainer

A concentrated film-forming restorer for ultra high-speed
maintenance programs. Triple-action formula utilizes detergents
that clean, acrylic polymers that restore the film surface, and
moisturizers that improve burnish response. Recommended
dilution: mop and bucket (1:4), automatic scrubber (1:20).
Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
FRK F191022
Case 63.34
E

Amrep

F

g Misty

Crystal Clear Dust Mop Treatment

h Misty

Dust Mop Treatment

®

Allows your dust mop to become a dust magnet until the mop is
cleaned. Designed for wood, asphalt, linoleum, vinyl, resilient tile
floors, rubber and gymnasium floors. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
♦AMR R811-4
Case 95.64
®

Removes dust from any surface. Just lightly spray onto mops, cloths,
even soft bristle push brooms; they become dust magnets until you
shake the dust out. 18-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A810-20
Case 74.92

System Clean

i Dust Mop Treatment
G

50

H

Don’t Forget MOPS / pages 182-189

I

Use on dust mop to replace sweeping compounds and eliminate the
dust created when using push brooms. When sprayed lightly, will
not make the treated surface slippery or damage floor surfaces. Use
whenever dusting asphalt tile, linoleum, vinyl, asbestos, rubber tile,
marble, ceramic, concrete, quarry tile, magnesite, cork and wood
floors. 18-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
SYS 2080
Case 58.88
LIST PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
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Carpet Care
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3M

a 3M

™

Soil Retarding Carpet Shampoo Concentrate

Lifts out even heavy amounts of dirt and grime. Doesn’t leave a sticky
residue that can contribute to resoiling. Excellent foaming properties.
Foam attaches to dirt, then dries and can be vacuumed away.
Conforms with ASCR cleaning guidelines for nylon stain-resistant
carpets. Use in rotary, dry-foam or mist-type machines. Dilution 1:12.
Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
MCO 08205
Case 188.02

Reckitt Benckiser

• Safe on wool, nylon, synthetic and stain-resistant carpets

b Professional RESOLVE

®

A

Carpet Extraction Cleaner

B

Concentrated. One product, one dilution for three cleaning uses:
carpet extraction cleaner, traffic lane cleaner and pretreatment
spray. Contains strong grease-cutting agents. Cleans and deodorizes.
Low foaming. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
REC 97161  	
Case 63.14

c RESOLVE

®

HIGH TRAFFIC™ Carpet Cleaning Granules

Quickly and effectively cleans the tough ground-in dirt from hightraffic areas. Formulated to “dry” clean without creating soggy, wet
carpets. Attached brush uses standard broom handle for extension.
Easy to use—just shake, brush and vacuum. 18-oz. canister.
4 canisters per case.
REC 77335  	
Case 36.60
C

D

Brush included.

Franklin

• A family of solutions that simplifies carpet cleaning and
maintenance

d Answer

™

Multi-Use Carpet Cleaner

Use as a spotter, prespray, spin clean or extraction cleaner. Provides
safe and carefree maintenance of all commercial carpet types.
Biodegradable, low foaming, neutral pH. Recommended dilution:
spotter (1:32), prespray (1:64), bonnet (1:128), extraction (1:128).
Approved by Wools of New Zealand® and Collins & Aikman.
Fresh apple fragrance. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
FRK F380422  	
Case 97.84

E

e Super Carpet & Upholstery Shampoo

F

Highly concentrated; designed for rotary and dry foam machine
applications. Works quickly to remove soil; dries fast. For use on
all natural and synthetic colorfast fabrics. Recommended dilution:
normal (1:50). Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
FRK F538022  	
Case 90.00

f Water Extraction Carpet Cleaner

High pH; formulated for hot water extraction systems to clean carpets
loaded with tough soils. For use in schools, restaurants and industrial
offices. Recommended dilution: normal (1:128). Gallon bottle.
4 bottles per case.
FRK F534022  	
Case 70.86

Amrep

g Misty

®

Redi-Steam Carpet Cleaner

A concentrated, low-foaming shampoo for carpets, rugs and
upholstery. For use with cold or hot water extraction machines or
steam cleaning units. Cleans water-soluble soils and oil-based matter
such as grease, oils and lipstick. Contains third-generation odor
counteractants. Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R823-4  	
Case 48.34

h Misty

®

Pro-Tec Carpet Protector Concentrate

Provides a protective film on carpets and upholstery to retard soiling
and reduce static electricity. Gallon bottle covers 1,600 square feet.
4 bottles per case.
AMR R838-4  	
Case 147.56
CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!

G

i Misty

®

H

I

EDF-3 Defoamer

Water-based silicone formula works to suppress foam. For use in
all types of hot or cold aqueous systems, including steam cleaners,
commercial extractors, automatic scrubbers, wet pick-up vacuums
and ornamental fountains. Concentrated formula; dilution varies.
Gallon bottle. 4 bottles per case.
AMR R827-4
Case 86.38

Don’t Forget CARPET FRESHENER / page 54
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Chemicals Carpet Care
ITW Dymon

a Liquid Alive

®

Enzyme Digestant

Cleaner, stain remover, enzyme digestant and deodorizer. Highly
recommended as a carpet pre-spot treatment before shampooing.
Dissolves grease, dirt, protein and other organic stains such as blood,
cosmetics, urine, fecal matter, Kool-Aid®, ink, wine, iodine, vomit.
Cleans carpets, upholstery, textiles, vinyl, leather and synthetics.
20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DYM 33420
Case 98.26

b ELIMINATOR

®

Carpet Spot & Stain Remover

Formulated to quickly penetrate, clean and remove spots and stains.
Deodorizes as it penetrates and leaves no residue. Freshens and
brightens while restoring nap and texture. For use on tough stains
such as dirt and soil, grease, oil and more. 20-oz. aerosol can.
12 cans per case.
DYM 10620
Case 65.36

A

B

Franklin

c 2 ‘n 1 Rug Spotter RTU

General-purpose, ready-to-use water-based spotter. Removes
most oil- and water-based spots and stains. Use for daily spotting
as well as for spotting prior to carpet cleaning. The formulation is
pH balanced for stain-resistant carpets and safe for natural fiber
carpets. Contains no phosphorous. Mild floral fragrance. 32 oz. bottle.
12 bottles per case.
FRK F374012
Case 67.66

Also removes
stains from
hard surfaces.

d HyperOx

™

Stain Remover RTU

Powered with hydrogen peroxide, this fast-acting, instant “on the
spot” solution removes stains—even set-in stains! Biodegradable
surfactants and hydrogen peroxide foam penetrate the stain and the
power of activated oxygen dissolves the stain. Removes food, dirt,
grass, coffee, tea, juice, ink, pet and organic stains, plus many more.
For use on all hard surfaces and most carpets, rugs and upholstery.
32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
FRK F062312
Case 89.68

WD-40

e SPOT SHOT

®

C

D

Professional Instant Carpet Stain Remover

A powerful cleaner formulated to instantly remove spots and stains
without scrubbing or vacuuming. Unique formula with odor neutralizer
and light scent is effective on new or old stains. Removes both oilbased and water-based stains: pet stains, soda, coffee, wine, greasy
food, ink, makeup and blood. 18-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
WDC 009989
Case 123.20

Amrep

f Misty

®

Heavy-Duty Carpet Stain Remover

Eliminates stains due to oil, tar, grease, ink, lipstick, marking pen,
mud, mustard, catsup, coffee, tea, soft drinks, alcohol, vomit, blood,
urine and pet stains. Stops odors at the source. Enzyme fortified.
Concentrated stream uses inverted valve for easy access to confined
spaces. 15-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A173-20
Case 86.71

E
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F
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JohnsonDiversey

a Carpet Science

®

Spot and Stain Remover

Immediately removes stains from a variety of institutional, industrial and
commercial carpets. Emulsion formula breaks up and lifts out most oiland water-based stains including fruit juices, coffee, wine, tea, motor
oil and more. Leaves no sticky residue. Contains DuPont Zelan® stain
blocker to replenish carpet’s factory-applied stain resistance for longlasting effectiveness. 32-oz. trigger spray bottle. 6 bottles per case.
DRK 94350
Case 80.98

Reckitt Benckiser

b RESOLVE

®

DUAL POWER™ Carpet Stain Remover

Two chambers provide two types of stain removers. Grease-cutting
stain fighter and oxi stain fighter work together to break down and
remove stains right before your eyes. Dual nozzle system delivers
two separate streams of liquid which combine into one fizzing stain
remover. Removes a variety of tough stains including grease, gravy,
grape juice, wine and ink. 22-oz. bottle. 12 bottles per case.
REC 77873
Case 117.74

c Professional RESOLVE

®

A

B

Spot & Stain Carpet Cleaner

Cleans tough spots and stains; resists resoiling. Safe on wool, nylon,
synthetic and stain-resistant carpets. Effective on most food- and
grease-based stains. 32-oz. trigger spray bottle. 12 bottles per case.
♦REC 97402
Case 99.12

3M

d Scotchgard

Liquid Stain Remover

e Scotchgard

Spot Remover & Upholstery Cleaner

f Scotchgard

Heavy-Duty Stain Remover

™

Ready-to-use stain remover is specially formulated for daily use on
common spots and spills. Requires no rinsing. No sticky residue to
cause resoiling. One foaming trigger sprayer is included in each
case; the stain remover can be applied as a foam rather than liquid to
minimize the overuse of chemical and water. 32-oz. bottle. 12 bottles
per case.
MCO 34863
Case 210.76
™

Releases both oil- and water-based soils from carpet and upholstery.
Aerosol foam is sprayed directly on the spot with a minimum of
overspray. Requires no rinsing; wipe or blot area with a clean,
absorbent cloth. 17-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
MCO 14003
Case 151.42
™

C

D

FYI

Ready-to-use formula removes the toughest stains from carpet. Ideal
for high-traffic areas and full room cleaning. Includes a regular spray
tip for surface applications and an extension tube spray tip for deeper
applications. 21-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
MCO 14004
Case 250.18

Before there were vacuum cleaners, chemical spot removers and
carpet shampooers, a variety of unusual carpet care methods were
employed. Some carpet cleaning suggestions from the 1800s include
beating carpets with rods, using lemon or bread and water to remove
stains, sweeping carpets with fresh cut grass to prevent dust, and using
a mixture of potter’s clay and water for stain removal.

CALL US FOR CURRENT PRICES
If you don’t see it here, just call us!
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Chemicals Carpet Care

Wall-to-wall freshness!
Arm & Hammer

a Carpet & Room Allergen Reducer and Odor Eliminator

Unique powdered formula eliminates odors at the source and
reduces the level of allergens in carpeting. Baking soda goes deep
down into carpets to eliminate odors while allergen reducer breaks
the static charge that binds allergens to carpet fibers; allergens are
released and easily vacuumed up. Lightly scented. 42.6-oz. shaker
box. 9 boxes per case.
CDC 84113
Case 60.00

b Fabric & Carpet Foam Deodorizer
A
B

Instantly deodorizes with an easy-to-use foam aerosol. Absorbs
odors with the power of Arm & Hammer baking soda in a super-quick,
foam application. Dries in minutes without the use of a vacuum or
towel. Perfect for fabrics, carpets, upholstery, or anywhere that
needs quick odor refreshment. Just spray and walk away! 15-oz.
shaker can. 6 cans per case.
CDC 84128
Case 42.64

WD-40

c Carpet Fresh

®

Professional Room and Carpet Freshener

Contains specially formulated odor neutralizers that eliminate odors
where they cling on carpets, upholstery and drapes. Delivers a longlasting fresh scent. Just spray on and allow foam to work. Quickdrying foam disappears within five minutes; no vacuuming needed.
20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
WDC 280300
Case 111.58

Loren Products

d Shakedown

®

Odor Eliminator

Powdered odor eliminator counteracts room and carpet odors while
vacuuming. Can also be sprinkled into trash cans or wherever odors
exist. Lemon fragrance. 15-oz. shaker can. 12 cans per case.
PUR K600493 	
Case 44.62

C

D

Fresh Products

e Odor-Out Rug & Room Deodorant

Lightweight and nonabrasive formula eliminates carpet and room
odors while vacuuming. Use as an all-purpose deodorant by
sprinkling in trash cans, ashtrays or wherever odors occur. Safe
for both carpets and vacuums. 12-oz. shaker can. 12 cans per box.
No.
FRS 12-14-00BO
FRS 12-14-00LE

Scent
Bouquet	
Lemon	

f Super-Sorb Liquid Spill Absorbent

Box
48.90
48.90

For the sanitary disposal of vomit, blood, urine and other liquids.
Simply sprinkle granular absorbent onto spills, then sweep. Instantly
absorbs 60 times its weight. Quat and microbiocide eliminate odors.
Lemon fragrance. 12-oz. shaker can. 6 cans per box.
FRS 6-14-SS
Box
53.60

E
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Specialty Chemicals

Chemicals
Chemicals & Janitorial

Procter & Gamble

a Orvus

W A Paste

®

An extremely gentle detergent used to clean cattle and horses. Also
can be used to clean fine rugs. Nonirritating and will not discolor
dyes. 71/2-lb. container. 4 containers per case.
PGC 02531
Case 90.86

JohnsonDiversey

b Pledge

®

for Electronics

Antistatic, oil-free and wax-free formula. Cleans multiple surfaces
of electronics, from glass TV and computer screens to plastic and
metal VCR/stereo cabinets. 9-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
DRK 94323
Case 108.30

Ecolab

c Endust

™

for Electronics

Antistatic dusting spray. Safely cleans external housing on electronic
equipment. 8-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
JAN 96000
Case 79.00

A

B

Amrep

d Misty

Advanced Electronics Duster NF

e Misty

Contact & Circuit Board Cleaner III

f Misty

Contact & Circuit Board Cleaner V

g Misty

Heavy-Duty Adhesive Spray

®

Powerful blasting spray utilizes the highest purity nonflammable HFC
material to create a nonresidue duster formula that is completely safe
for plastics. Nonozone-depleting. 7-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A361-12
Case 123.24
®

Safe for use on plastics, rubber and metal. Flammable. Must be used
only on de-energized components and equipment. Nonozone-depleting.
NSF/USDA Classification K2. 11-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A368-16
Case 78.62
®

Removes oil, dirt, condensation and moisture from circuit boards,
precision instruments, controls, switches and electrical motors.
Nonflammable, fast-drying formula is safe for use on a variety of
plastics and metals. Nonconductive to 12 KV. Leaves no residue.
Nonozone-depleting. 16-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A363-16
Case 212.22
®

C

D

Paper & Disp
ensers

For temporary or permanent bonding of uneven or porous surfaces and
weighted materials. Waterproof, flexible, transparent and nonstaining.
For use on leather, cardboard, most plastics, polyethylene sheeting and
cloth. Nonozone-depleting. 12-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A315-20
Case 82.08

Wipers

Utility Wip
ers
See page 17
5
E
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Chemicals & Janitorial

Chemicals Auto Care

B
A

Armor All

a Auto Protectant Wipes

One-step formulation quickly cleans, shines and protects plastic and
vinyl. Leaves no greasy residue on hands. 25 wipes per canister;
6 canisters per case.
ARM 10861
Case 44.06

b Original Protectant

Protects vinyl, rubber and plastic from fading and cracking caused by
UV, ozone, oxidation and extreme temperatures. Water-based formula.
No.
ARM 10228
♦ARM 10326
ARM 10710
D
C

sers
Paper & Dispen

Wipers
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Case Qty.
6
6
4

Case
72.64
85.80
178.92

Amrep

c Misty

Brake Parts Cleaner II

d Misty

Industrial Cleaning Solvent

®

Easily removes brake fluid, grease, oily dirt and contaminants from
lining, pads and drums, cylinders and springs, without disassembling
the unit. NSF/USDA Classification P1. Not available for sale in
California, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania, Washington, D.C. and the OTC* region of
northern Virginia. 14-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans per case.
AMR A734-20
Case 75.94
®

ipers
cement W
Rag Repla
9
16
716
See pages

Size
28-oz. Trigger Sprayer
32-oz. Trigger Sprayer
Gallon Bottle

Rapidly removes dirt, grease, oil and grime from metallic and
nonmetallic surfaces. Ideal for use on electric motors (even
while running), electronic equipment, ignition systems, typewriters,
computers, etc. Safe on most plastics. NSF/USDA Classification
K2. Not available for sale in California. 20-oz. aerosol can. 12 cans
per case.
AMR A365-20
Case 106.62
*The Ozone Transport Commission (OTC) includes five counties in northern
Virginia: Arlington, Fairfax, Loudoun, Prince William and Stafford
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